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Theme Music

(Opening shot of the house

set)

<CAMERA 2 WIDE SHOT> MATT

Please, please, please Sophie! Why

can’t I go out on my own?

SOPHIE

Matt, going out on your own is

risky. Don’t you know that?

<CAMERA 3 MID SHOT MATT> MATT

Can’t you come with me?

<CAMERA 2 WIDE SHOT> SOPHIE

No, we are on TV right now.

((Face the camera))

Hello children!

MATT

((Facing the camera too))

Hey there, we have such a great

show. Welcome to

MATT AND SOPHIE

((Said in an elaborate way))

RISKYYYYYY BUSINESS!!!

SOPHIE

((To the camera))

Shall we look at the pictures you

sent in from last week?

MATT

Yeahhhhh, I can’t wait. Let’s go to

the picture wall.

<CAMERA 3 CLOSE UP SHOT OF

THE PICTURE WALL TO HIDE SET

MOVE>

<ZOOM OUT TO SEE SOPHIE AND

MATT >

SOPHIE

Last week we asked you to send in

pictures of the dangers of the house.

<CAMERA 1 MIDSHOT MATT> MATT

We got so many wonderful pictures, this

is a drawing from Ken Faro, aged 6. I

love the (brief description)........
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<CAMERA 3 MIDSHOT SOPHIE> SOPHIE

And this one is by Steve Dawkins

who is 7. He has drawn (brief

description)..... Thank you Steve. Do

you have one more Matt?

<CAMERA 1 MIDHOT MATT> MATT

Yes, this is from 4 year old Clifton

Stewart who even sent a picture of

himself, lots of effort gone into that.

<CAMERA 2 FOCUSES ON SOPHIE>

SOPHIE

Thank you to everyone who sent in a

picture. They were really great

this week, don’t you think Matt.

MATTT? He better not have gone off

on his own. Here is why kids.

<FADE TO FIRST VT ON DANGERS

OF GOING OUT ALONE 30S>

<FADE TO CAMERA 3 WIDESHOT

MATT>

(Zebra crossing set with

park)

MATT

I can’t wait to get to the park. I hope

Sophie won’t be mad, she says it is

really risky to go out on your own.

I need to cross this busy road, the

quicker the better, I’m sure I will

be fine.

<CAMERA 1 MIDHOT LOLLIPOP> LOLLIPOP LARRY/LORI

Stop right there young man!

<CAMERA 3 MIDSHOT MATT> MATT

What....why?

<CAMERA 2 MIDSHOT LOLLIPOP>

LOLLIPOP LARRY/LORI
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(To the camera) I’m Lollipop Larry/Lori and it is my

job to make sure you cross the road

safely. You can spot me by my bright

jacket and lollipop stick. Roads are

very dangerous and you must be extra

careful when crossing them.

<CAMERA 3 MIDSHOT MATT> MATT

Do you have any tips in how to be safe

around roads Lollipop Larry/Lori.

<CAMERA 1 MIDSHOT LOLLIPOP> LOLLIPOP LARRY/LORI

Well, firstly you should use a zebra

crossing. It gets its name from the

black and white stripes, looks like a

Zebra you see. Wait here and cars will

stop for you and then you can cross

without any harm.

<CAMERA 3 MIDSHOT MATT> MATT

That’s brilliant, anything else?

<CAMERA 2 WIDESHOT> LOLLIPOP LARRY/LORI

Why don’t I sing a little song I know.

MATT

That would be great.

(To camera) Can you sing at home too children?

LOLLIPOP LARRY/LORI

Here we go.......

Stop, look and listen

we’ve got to be safe together

stop, look and listen

remember the green the green cross

code

When you see the red man...Stop

When you see the green man... Let’s

go!

Stop, look and listen

we’ve got to be safe together

stop, look and listen

remember the green the green cross

code
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(interlude)

LOLLIPOP LARRY/LORI

Are you ready Matt?

MATT

Sure thing!

LOLLIPOP LARRY/LORI

let’s go.

Stop, look and listen

we’ve got to be safe together

stop, look and listen

remember the green the green cross

code

<CAMERA 2 WIDESHOT> MATT

Thanks Larry/Lori. I will make sure I

will use Zebra crossings from now on. I

can now get to the park in a safe way.

<CAMERA 3 MIDSHOT SOPHIE> SOPHIE

Lollipop Larry/Lori, help, have you

seen Matt?

<CAMERA 2 WIDESHOT> LOLLIPOP LARRY/LORI

Hello there Sophie. Yes, he is on his

way to the park.

SOPHIE

Oh he is in trouble now, thanks

Larry/Lori.

(To the camera)

<CAMERA 3 MIDSHOT SOPHIE> Roads are risky children and can be

very dangerous. Always try and cross at

a safe place such as a Zebra crossing

and look out for other Lollipop people,

they can help you. Here are some more

tips to help you cross the road
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(Change to the park set)

<FADE 2 CAMERA 2 WIDESHOT> MATT

(With prop aka football) I’ve made it to the park all by myself.

Now I can play football, cricket or

even rugby. I do like playing sports

and playing on swings and the climbing

frame.

<CAMERA 1 MIDSHOT MATT> I wish I came with Sophie, I have no

one to play with now. She is always fun

to be in the park with. Maybe I should

ask someone, it seems rather busy?

<CAMERA 2 WIDESHOT>

(Enter Robbie The Raccoon) MATT

Hey Robbie, I was just about to ask

some people if they wanted to play with

me.

(Robbie is silent but Matt

can hear what he says)

<CAMERA 1 MIDSHOT MATT> MATT

Robbie says that’s a bad idea and that

you should never talk to strangers. I

wish I had listened to Sophie now and

that she was here.

<CAMERA 2 WIDESHOT> SOPHIE

Matttttttt! (said in a loud manner)

I’ve been looking for you.

<CAMERA 1 MIDSHOT MATT> MATT

Sophie, thank goodness you are here. I

just wanted to play in the park but

I have been far too risky. Robbie

said how dangerous it is to talk to

strangers.
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<CAMERA 3 MIDSHOT SOPHIE> SOPHIE

Hey Robbie. Yes it is, very very

dangerous. You should never talk to

strangers as you don’t know who they

are and they might want to hurt you.

<CAMERA 1 MIDSHOT MATT> MATT

I’m really sorry Sophie, will you play

with me and Robbie.

<CAMERA 3 MIDSHOT SOPHIE> SOPHIE

Hmmm, I’m not sure......

<CAMERA 1 MIDSHOT MATT> MATT

Pleaseeeeee, what do you think

children.

<CAMERA 3 MIDSHOT SOPHIE> SOPHIE

Oh okay then.

<CAMERA 2 WIDE SHOT> SOPHIE

Here is some more information about

talking to strangers.

(Back at the house scene)

<CAMERA 1 MIDSHOT SOPHIE> SOPHIE

So Matt, what have you learnt today?

<CAMERA 3 MIDSHOT MATT> MATT

(Too the camera) Well, you shouldn’t go off on your own

because you could get lost. Make sure

you are extra safe when crossing the

road as it is very dangerous, look out

for a Lollipop man or zebra crossing.

Finally, don’t talk to strangers and

you have no idea who they are, even if

they look nice.

<CAMERA 1 MIDSHOT> SOPHIE

That’s good Matt, I’m glad you leanrt

your lesson for next time.
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(Facing the camera) And I hope you did to children.

Remember to send in pictures for our

wall about going off on your own,

crossing the road or stranger danger.

<CAMERA 3 MID SHOT MATT> MATT

But don’t forget to send in pictures of

what you have seen today to...

<FADE TO GRAPHICS>

<CAMERA 3 MIDSHOT MATT> MATT

I can’t wait to see them kids.

<CAMERA 2 WIDE SHOT> SOPHIE

I’m afraid we are out of time, take

care everyone.

MATT

Take care. And remember, being safe

is fun and look out for

MATT AND SOPHIE

RISKYYYYYY BUSINESS

SOPHIE AND MATT

Byeeeee (waving)

<FADE TO END CREDITS, 30

SECONDS>


